Age as a factor in the responsiveness of the organism to the disruption of cognitive performance by exposure to HZE particles differing in linear energy transfer.
Exposure to particles of high energy and charge (HZE particles) can produce decrements in cognitive performance. A series of experiments exposing rats to different HZE particles was run to evaluate whether the performance decrement was dependent on the age of the subject at the time of irradiation. Fischer 344 rats that were 2-, 11- and 15/16-months of age were exposed to 16O, 48Ti, or 4He particles at the NASA Space Radiation Laboratory at Brookhaven National Laboratory. As previously observed following exposure to 56Fe particles, exposure to the higher LET 48Ti particles produced a disruption of cognitive performance at a lower dose in the older subjects compared to the dose needed to disrupt performance in the younger subjects. There were no age related changes in the dose needed to produce a disruption of cognitive performance following exposure to lower LET 16O or 4He particles. The threshold for the rats exposed to either 16O or 4He particles was similar at all ages. Because the 11- and 15-month old rats are more representative of the age of astronauts (45-55 years old) the present results indicate that particle LET may be a critical factor in estimating the risk of developing a cognitive deficit following exposure to space radiation on exploratory class missions.